DUST CONTROL

DSH cuts dust at Dutch
fertiliser facility

Kiwi dust suppression
system going global

Global fertiliser producer ICL has turned to DSH hoppers for a
major facility handling super-dusty phosphate ore.
ICL’S AMSTERDAM FACILITY

DSH Systems of Auckland, producer of its eponymous Dust Suppression Hopper, is supplying ever larger units to
more and more countries worldwide. ABHR editor Charles Macdonald spoke to DSH’s CEO, Ian Walton.
SOMETIMES WORDS JUST AREN’T ENOUGH.
To fully understand the capability of the Dust
Suppression Hopper, only pictures will do. Before
and after pictures.
Typically, the before shot of the loading of, say,
fertilizer into a truck or ship, will show, well….not
much, with the air thick with dust and blocking
out everything else. The after shot, in contrast, will
show – in perfect clarity – an almost solid column
of fertiliser descending from the DSH hopper, with
no dust to speak of.
Invented in 2006 by husband and wife team
Trevor and Judy Schwass in Auckland, the patented
DSH hopper is increasingly going global under CEO
Ian Walton.
“We’ve grown and expanded big time,” explained
Ian. “We have expanded geographically and also
size-wise in terms of the hoppers. We used to have
hoppers which were a size one or two, with 200 to
300 tonnes per hour truck-loading. Now we are up to
a size nine and we have a unit in Brazil ship-loading
3,000 tonnes per hour of sugar.”
The demand for larger units has very much
been driven by end users.
“I’d like to say it’s all been planned but it’s
actually been customer driven,” said Ian. “A
customer in grain, say, will be using one of our
small units for loading from a warehouse on to a
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truck; they are very happy with it, but at the other
end they are loading ships and they have big dust
issues. They are saying ‘your technology works
really well, can we use it for loading much bigger
applications?’ So it’s been customer-driven rather
than driven by us.”
DSH Systems has a network of international
distributors, typically manufacturers or suppliers
of some form of bulk material handling equipment.
However, all steel manufacturing is done in
New Zealand, as is production of polyethylene units
aimed at the fertiliser industry. An exception is the
US where DSH’s partner manufactures on its behalf.
While the US is still the company’s biggest
market, it is also very active in Western Europe,
Asia and South America. Ian nominates Eastern
Europe, Ukraine and Russia as fledgling but
growing markets.

RIGHT:
The ICL fertiliser site
in Amsterdam where
powdered phosphate
is mixed with acids
and minerals.
Pictured are ICL
executives and those
of Vlint, the DSH
Benelux distributor.
BELOW:
Unloading of fine
powdered phosphate
previously created
a lot of dust at ICL’s
fertiliser plant.
The DSH hopper,
pictured, has solved
the problem.

“The demand for larger units has very
much been driven by end users.”
“Overall, the big growth area is in barging and
shiploading where we are getting bigger units in,”
said Ian.
In terms of end markets, the US’s booming
fraccing sand industry is emerging as a healthy

market. In the UK, the burgeoning wood pellet market
is another sector with big dust issues and much pellet
damage courtesy of traditional loading methods.
“We did a very large job for wood pellet
processing in Immingham, which is a large dock
in the UK near Hull,” explained Ian. “We are
exploring that market further now; wood pellets
for energy generation is a massive market now. We
are working on that at both ends: in the US where
they are processing the wood pellets and putting
them on to ships and trucks, and at the other end
in the UK where they off-loading them and filling
massive silos prior to burning.”

storage ceased.”
Following the successful test, CSL bought two
larger-sized DSH hoppers which allow loading at
60% capacity with no dust problems.
“Another big advantage is the ships can be
unloaded much faster and can leave much quicker,”
said Oudshoorn. “Our dust problems around
storage are history.”
Ger den Heijer, a product specialist at Vlint
explained that use of the DSH hopper in Europe is
growing fast.
“For hygroscopic product we can deliver a
polyethylene hopper,” he explained. “For food,
stainless steel. For other products like corn and
wheat but also sand and grit we use Corten Steel or
Hardox DSH hoppers.
“Besides effective dust reduction,
the DSH units form a very strong and ixed column
which makes loading more efficient. Other
advantages are that you do not need any electronics
and in most cases no de-dusting any more. It also
saves money on maintenance.”

has a lengthy history
going back to 1906. Gerard
Oudshoorn, a business
coordinator at ICL, explained
what happens at the site.
“To get a dry fertiliser
granulate, we mix shiploads
of phosphate with all kinds
of acids and minerals,” he
explained. “The ships that
moor at the site are loading
a powder phosphate ore into
a funnel on a belt conveyor.
In the past the product was
loaded into storage from
a height of nine metres,
with a chute. To make sure

we did not have too much
dust we could only load at
30% of maximum capacity.
But even with this loading
capacity there was some dust
escaping.”
On the recommendation
of DSH’s Benelux distributor,
Vlint, ICL investigated the DSH
hopper. Using a smaller unit,
CSL tested the technology at
30% loading capacity.
“After some small changes
and adjustments, this was a
great success,” said Gerard
Oudshoorn. “During loading
there was much less dust and
emission of dust outside the

Gerard Oudshoorn,
business coordinator at
ICL. He trialled and then
bought two DSH hoppers.
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